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“We are collectively in an intricate, delicate web in which each action I take, 
discursive or otherwise, pulls on, breaks off, or maintains the tension in many 
strands of a web in which others find themselves moving also”2  

__________________________________________________ 

“I have been accused of being an activist” Carolynn Wilson explains at the Sheffield Park Black 
History & Cultural Museum in Clarksburg, Ontario. As the museum’s curator, Wilson recasts 
historically marginalized narratives in Canada by way of her African-Canadian ancestry. The 
homespun museum weaves family heirlooms together with community-donated artefacts to 
create a meshwork that challenges illusions about cultural narratives, and shifts the frame of 
conventional storytelling. This is undertaken through material assemblages that negotiate how 
Black and white narratives constitute, entangle and influence each other in the process of 

                                                           
1
All article photos also taken by author Martha Griffith unless otherwise indicated. 

2
Linda Alcoff, “The Problem of Speaking for Others.” Cultural Critique 20 (1991-1992):21. 

figure 1. Model of the harbour in Collingwood, Ontario, by Edward Sheffield.  
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figure 2. Sheffield Park Black History and Cultural Museum.  

 

continual cultural change. The assemblages activate their components’ non-material values 
such as sentimental, commemorative and historical value, to reveal various obstacles and 
achievements that narrate race, gender and social class. 

The museum opened at a new location on the former site of the Nazarene Church Campground 
in 2011.3 Carolynn, her sister Sylvia Wilson, and mother Yvonne Wilson, operate the museum 
which was previously located in Collingwood, Ontario. After difficulties securing a municipal 
tourism sign at the former location in 2009, the three women relocated the museum to its 
current site in the nearby village of Clarksburg, in the town of the Blue Mountains, Grey County, 
Ontario.4 Despite qualifying for a tourism sign in Collingwood, Wilson explains the museum was 
not granted one because it “didn’t fit the [municipality’s] image”.5 Although Carolynn does not 
dwell on this obstacle, it at once illustrates the success and necessity of the Sheffield Park Black 
History & Cultural Museum.  

The museum’s holdings 
are located indoors and 
outdoors, nestled among 
trees and spread 
throughout seven 
refurbished buildings on 
the former campground 
(figure 2). The museum 
was initiated by Howard 
Sheffield, the uncle of 
Carolynn and Sylvia, and 
brother to Yvonne. 
Howard Sheffield 
conceived of the museum 
as a means to “preserve 
the history of his 
ancestors”.6 Accordingly, 
the collection comprises artefacts spanning many generations, for instance, a radio inherited 
from the Sheffield homestead on Seventh Street in Collingwood from the early 1900s. The 
family heirlooms gave impetus to further (and ongoing) donations “from white families who 

                                                           
3
Naomi Norquay, “Interview with Carolynn Wilson: Discussing the topics of the Old Durham Road Pioneer 

Cemetery near Priceville and the Sheffield Park Black History Museum move to Clarksburg,” Northern Terminus: 
The African Canadian History Journal 8 (2011): 10. 
4
Shawn Gilick, “Black History Museum Moving to Blue Mtns.,” The Enterprise Bulletin, January 23, 2009, accessed 

January 15 2014. http://www.theenterprisebulletin.com/2009/01/23/black-history-museum-moving-to-blue-mtns 
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Norquay, “Interview with Carolynn Wilson,” 10. 
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“How it Began...” Sheffield Park Black History and Cultural Museum, 2010, accessed January 15, 2014. 
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figure 3. Sheffield Park Black History and Cultural 
Museum.  

 

grew up with the original homesteaders”.7 This asserts that no life is untouched by those of 
others, and it informs how the museum is organized in a significant way.  

The ongoing museum donations and acquisitions are brought together with the family 
heirlooms on the Heritage Walk. Although a 
“heritage” designation can bring to mind an 
uncomplicated or static image of a place’s 
past, largely concerned with “feeling good in 
the present”,8 this heritage walk negotiates, 
inserts, questions and reshapes, rather than 
idles. Moreover, it explores how Black, 
white, mega and marginal narratives are 
folded together by allowing room for 
metaphoric musings as well as identifying 
specific instances of prejudiced human 
interfaces. One such example is the 
photograph of Debra Sheffield (1840 – 
1854).9 Debra died at age 12 and is known 
to be buried in the Old Durham Road 
Pioneer Cemetery. The Old Durham Road 
Pioneer Cemetery is a Black nineteenth 
century burial ground that was plowed over 
in the twentieth century by a white farmer, 
Bill Reid.10 Debra’s headstone, along with 
many others, is missing. Figure 3 depicts an 
outdoor monument at the museum to 
commemorate the missing headstones. 
Carolynn and her family and friends, 
including members of the Old Durham Road 
Pioneer Cemetery Committee, are working 
to locate the disappeared headstones. In 
doing so, racial discriminations are revealed and unsettled in a continual and ongoing process 
of uncovering. 

                                                           
7
(ibid) 

8
qtd. Barbara Appelbaum, Conservation Treatment Methodology (Lexington, KY: Create Space Independent 

Publishing Platform, 2010), 166. 
9
“The Old Durham Road Pioneer Cemetery,” Echoes of Old Durham Road: Virtual Museum, South Grey Museum & 

Historical Library: Flesherton, Ontario, 2014, 26, accessed January 15, 
2014,http://www.museevirtuelvirtualmuseum.ca/sgccms/histoires_de_chez_nouscommunity_memories/pm_v2.p
hp?id=exhibit_home&fl=0&lg=English&ex=00000792 
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Speakers for the Dead, directed by David Sutherland and Jennifer Holness, National Film Board of Canada, 2000. 

http://www.museevirtuelvirtualmuseum.ca/sgccms/histoires_de_chez_nouscommunity_memories/pm_v2.php?id=exhibit_home&fl=0&lg=English&ex=00000792
http://www.museevirtuelvirtualmuseum.ca/sgccms/histoires_de_chez_nouscommunity_memories/pm_v2.php?id=exhibit_home&fl=0&lg=English&ex=00000792
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Metaphorically speaking, a carry-over of the buildings’ 
orientations brings to mind shotgun houses. Shotgun houses 
are West African vernacular architecture found in America 
by way of the Middle Passage.11 The rooms are lined-up, one 
behind another separated by doors that align in a relatively 
straight row, eliminating hallways. John Vlach has proposed 
the name shotgun came from the West African Yoruba word 
to-gun, meaning assembly.12 Some of the museum’s cabins 
similarly align in a row (figure 4). This pondered comparison 
exemplifies the woven complexion of the museum through 
time and space.   

The Heritage Walk occupies six cabins organized around 
rough themes, including a kitchen, parlour/dining room, 
dressing room/barbershop, church and school house. The 
model boats, sports hall and war paraphernalia all share a 
larger cabin. Evidence of the buildings’ former use as 
campers’ cabins remains by way of sporadic graffiti (figure 
5). “Leanne was and still is here”, written on one of the cabin 
walls, reminds us that places never rest. These traces from 

previous phases in the buildings’ life cycles underline the 
notion of entangled histories and summon forth traces of the 
past to occupy the present. They remind us it is a shared 
space. This is also how the artefacts perform within the 
museum spaces. The displays are assemblages of materials; 
archaeologies amassed together, whetting the viewer to 
discover. What comes into focus for any given visitor will no 
doubt be contingent on her/his association with the thing(s), 
and further, with the power systems in which these 
associations are established. However, the assemblages 
reveal that both the physical condition and the cultural 
meaning and associations of objects are constantly shifting.13 

The cabins forego fixed or controlled environments, both 
materially and atmospherically. The objects are not 
exclusively under glass (though some are), nor are they in 
isolated units or in climate-controlled rooms; instead they are 
patchworks of entangled scenes. The walls sieve time and 

                                                           
11

James Deetz, In Small Things Forgotten: An Archeology of Early American Life (New York: Anchor Books, 

1977/1996), 215. 
12

ibid, 216. 
13

Appelbaum, Conservation Treatment Methodology, 7. 

figure 4. Sheffield Park Black History 
and Cultural Museum.  

figure 5. Sheffield Park Black History 
and Cultural Museum.  
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allow residues of the past and peripheries into the assemblages. The assemblages do not aim to 
replicate traditional museum display methods; instead they imitate how the objects animate 
change and conformity in a way that is direct and tangible. The spaces breathe. In the kitchen, 
actress Hattie McDaniel is pictured in her role as Mammy in Gone with the Wind, adjacent to 
Anne Anson’s 1950s guide to cake decorating, sheathed with an illustration of a white, pearl-
adorned housewife decorating a cake (figure 6&7). A banjo in the parlour room and cowrie 
beads in the dressing room, both of West African origins, share a space with reproductions of 
Pinkie and Blue Boy and 100 year-old lace worn by Mrs. Lorraine Sheffield, respectively. These 
combinations reveal and provoke a range of interconnections across time and geography. 

The object biographies of Pinkie and Blue Boy and the life cycle of the banjo exemplify how 
social relations weave together in continual change. Curriculum theorist Naomi Norquay tracks 
the various shifting cultural associations made with the banjo across continents and time. The 
banjo is thought to hail from West Africa and made its way to America on the Middle Passage.14 
This string instrument was played by enslaved African Americans before being adopted into 

                                                           
14

Naomi Norquay, “How Playing the Banjo Helps Me Think about Curriculum,” Journal of the Canadian Association 
for Curriculum Studies Journal 4 Number 1 (2006): 119/120. 

figure 6. Sheffield Park Black History and Cultural 
Museum.  

figure 7. Sheffield Park Black History and Cultural 
Museum.  
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racist minstrel shows to entertain white audiences. After the American civil war, the banjo 
spread to the northern states in the 1880s and became a popular parlour instrument for the 
white middle class. The banjo’s cultural class associations further transformed with old-time 
(Hillbilly) music, when it moved to the Appalachian and Ozark Mountains.15 With a couple of 
strings missing, the museum’s banjo sits in the parlour area of the dining room, directly facing 
circular reproductions of Pinkie and Blue Boy (figure 8 & 9).  

Pinkie and Blue Boy are reproductions of Thomas Lawrence’s 
portrait of 11 year old Sarah Goodin Barrett Moulton, known 
to her family as “Pinkie”,16 and Thomas Gainsborough’s portrait of Jonathan Buttall dressed 
anachronically in seventeenth century men’s fashion, painted in 1794 and 1770 respectively.17 
The paintings were executed over twenty years apart by different artists, and their subjects are 
wearing clothing from different stylistic periods; however, time collapsed and they became 
inextricably bound in popular esteem after being hung together in the late 1920s at the 
Huntington Art Gallery and Library, in San Marino, California.18 Purporting civility, the curated 
duo reflect how whiteness presented itself. The match-up spawned reproductions as sets, and 
the pair made their way into the homes of middle-class North Americans, including the Cleaver 
family of the American television show Leave it to Beaver19 (figure 10 & 11). The paintings’ 

                                                           
15

ibid, 118-122. 
16

Spelled “Pinkey” by Sarah’s grandmother, Judith Barrett, in multiple correspondences when she commissioned 
the portrait in 1793. 
Philip Kelley, Ronald Hudson and J. Barrett, “New Light on Sir Thomas Lawrence’s “Pinkie,” Huntington Library 
Quarterly 28 number 3 (1965): 257.  
17

Meryle Secrest, Duveen: A Life in Art (New York: Random House, Inc., 2004), 194. 
18

The Huntington, “Sarah Barrett Moulton: Pinkie (1794),” The Huntington Library, Art Collections, and Botanical 
Gardens, accessed January 15 2014, 
http://www.huntington.org/WebAssets/Templates/artdetail.aspx?id=14394&terms=the%20Blue%20Boy 
19

Leave it to Beaver was the epitome of normative hetero-whiteness in middle class America in the late nineteen-
fifties. See Season 3, episodes 5 and 9 for examples of how Pinkie and Blue Boy framed gender through their 
association with the characters Wally and June Cleaver respectively. 

figure 8. Sheffield Park Black 
History and Cultural Museum. 

 

figure 9. Sheffield Park Black History and Cultural Museum.  

http://books.google.com/books?id=RT-Xu6UgvdIC&pg=PA203&lpg=PA203&dq=Sarah+Goodin+Barrett+Moulton+biography&source=bl&ots=yn7FxrRPuD&sig=NMZV1bHZgqq55GkQQbKdf4VPUj0&hl=en&ei=Dx72Su6gFIXsswOinMH3Dw&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=1&ved=0CAgQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=&f=false
http://www.huntington.org/WebAssets/Templates/artdetail.aspx?id=14394&terms=the
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pervasive reproductions effectively removed their referents and they successively spread across 
everything from kitschy twin vases to ceramic figurines to cropped portraits, as found in the 
museum.

 

 
 

In the context of the museum, the duo reaches backwards and forwards to query their non-
material entanglements. Looking out from the frame, the messy edges become visible. Buttal 
and Moulton were situated within capital and power; The Blue Boy was a personal gift to 
Jonathan from Gainsborough, while Pinkie was commissioned by Moulton’s grandmother Judith 
Barrett, who derived her wealth from family-owned 
plantations in Jamaica.20 Therefore, the portrait was 
enabled by the takings of slavery. Reaching backwards, 
Pinkie reveals that the station of her privilege was 
buttressed by those forcibly and violently kept outside of 
her frame. While reaching forward in the growing 
network of the museum, the duo become constituents in 
its complex working to unsettle and recast the frame’s 
interior. The museum’s accumulations work to negotiate 
power. The entangled material webs reveal denied 
histories, and how these histories influence, constitute, 
shape and change canons and conventions. In some 
instances, the displays subvert conventional museum 
labelling as a means to involve the viewer as an active 
decoder. The effect is haunting. For example, in the main 
building, which houses racist memorabilia, the viewer is 
immersed in a juxtaposition of racist minstrel music-
books alongside spiritual hymns. Racially-exaggerated 
illustrations sit beside handwritten postcards that, in the 
time of their creation circulated freely as “normal” (figure 12). These displays are disorienting 

                                                           
20

Catherine Hall, “Troubling Memories: Nineteenth-Century Histories of the Slave Trade and Slavery.” Royal History 
Society. (2010): 157-16, accessed January 15 2013, doi:10.1017/S0080440111000077157-162. 

figure 10. Tony Dow as Wally Cleaver with The 

Blue Boy in the background. “Baby pictures,” 

Leave it to Beaver, directed by Norman Tokar, 

October 31, 1959, season 3 episode 5. 

 

figure 11.  Barbara Billingsley as June Cleaver with 

Pinkie in the Background. “Teacher Comes to 

Dinner,” Leave it to Beaver, directed by Norman 

Tokar, November 28, 1959, season 3 episode 9. 

figure 12. Sheffield Park Black History 
and Cultural Museum.  
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and inescapably troubling, making the material all the more forceful and evocative of the power 
systems that governed the imaginations of their creators. These hegemonies perpetuate 
outrightly bigoted, as well as nuanced, racially-oppressive material.  

As a challenging force, the museum’s artefacts firmly root the Sheffield family and their friends 
as early homesteaders in Collingwood, Ontario, to 
demonstrate how African Canadians constructively 
helped to shape its industry and shorelines. For example, 
the museum’s hand-crafted model ships created by 
Edward Sheffield commemorate many family members 
who worked (and died) on Great Lake ships from the 
Collingwood boat terminals. Edward’s grandfather, 
Richard Sheffield, worked as a first cook aboard many of 
the ships on display in the museum and taught Edward 
how to build the models (figure 13). Though the 
collection is undoubtedly of sentimental value to the 
family, its value extends beyond the sentimental to 
engage broader societal meanings. An outdoor 
monument further identifies and commemorates those 

individuals involved in Great Lakes Black history and 
loosens the moorings of Collingwood’s namesake.21  

Why is this museum significant? Why are museums like this necessary? The answers are 
many, but for one it reveals various obstacles, achievements and contributions of African 
Canadians while facing racism(s), past and present. The assemblages of family heirlooms point 
to wider events beyond the materials which have broader commemorative, associative and 
historic values. For instance, a 1932 Olympic bronze medal belonging to one of Carolynn’s 
cousins, Ray Lewis, reveals race relations in Canada at that time. The medal further reveals how 
race relations are imagined at the moment by how the story is told in the present. Lewis 
donated the medal, along with other awards and trophies, including a 1934 silver medal from 
the British Empire Games (now the Commonwealth Games) to the museum. The great grand-
son of fugitive slaves, Lewis worked as a train porter with CP railway for 22 years.22 In 2001, 
Lewis received the Order of Canada. The following quotation from the archives of the Governor 
General of Canada’s website, explains Lewis’ achievements: 

He is the first Canadian-born Black athlete to stand at the victory podium 
and receive an Olympic medal in track and field. Training by running 
alongside the CP railway tracks and occasionally in farmers' fields, he was a 

                                                           
21

In 1854, Collingwood was renamed from Hen and Chickens Harbour to Collingwood to honour the British naval 
hero Admiral Lord Cuthbert Collingwood.  
Town of Collingwood. “A Short History of Collingwood”, accessed January 15 2014. 
http://www.collingwood.ca/node/230 
22

John Cooper, Rapid Ray: the Story of Ray Lewis (Toronto: Tundra Books, 2009) Chap 1 doc 3. 

figure 13. Sheffield Park Black History 
and Cultural Museum.  
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member of the 4X400 - metre relay team that won a bronze medal at the 
1932 Olympic Games in Los Angeles and a silver medal at the 1934 British 
Empire Games in London. He continues to be an inspiration to young people 
in the community, reminding them that dedication and commitment are 
values to be cherished. 

Through newspaper clippings and other 
paraphernalia, the museum further 
contextualizes the significance of these 
achievements by highlighting some of the 
obstacles that Lewis faced while earning them. 
The story’s framework is changed to expose the 
present racist amnesia that disavows past 
obstacles. While working as a train porter in the 
Depression era, Lewis would practice for the 
Olympics by the Chateau Laurier Hotel in 
Ottawa on layovers. He stayed at the hotel for 
the first time when he received the Order of 
Canada and recalls how Blacks were not allowed 
as guests at the hotel in the days that he worked 
as a porter and trained for the Olympics in the 
hotel’s shadow.23  

In a time of limited employment opportunities 
for Blacks in Canada, working as a night train 
porter became viable work with the 
introduction of sleeping cars in the nineteenth 
century.24 Although working conditions involved 
24-hour shifts with no overtime pay, Blacks 
were barred from joining the railway union, the 
Canadian Brotherhood of Railroad Employees 
(CBRE). The CBRE specified membership was 
limited to whites only. Union membership for 
Blacks was hard-won after forming the Order of Sleeping Car Porters (OSCP) in 1918 under the 
leadership of J.A. Robinson. Nevertheless, segregated collective agreements persisted until 
1964.25 Against this background, Lewis achieved his bronze medal. He is pictured among his 
awards, with Howard Sheffield accepting them as a donation to the museum. Sheffield, who 
passed away in 2008, was an athlete in his own right. He played hockey, but was barred from 
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ibid, Chap 16 doc 11. 
24

Patrick, “Black Porters and the Labour Movement.” Public Alliance of Canada BC, 2006, accessed January 15 
2014. http://wp.psacbc.com/index.php?s=black+porter+and+labour+movement 
25

Information from museum clipping, source: http://www.psacafpc.org/what/humanriaghts/article-0206-e.shtml 

figure 14. Carolynn Wilson at the Sheffield Park Black 
History and Cultural Museum.  
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the major leagues due to his colour.26 Wilson explains, “those in the professional game weren't 
as accepting of Blacks as they are today.”27 The museum’s artefacts, combined with Carolynn’s 
oral accounts, insert these obstructions to parse the significances of their realizations.  

The museum stands as a home for a growing inventory of family heirlooms, donated and 
collected objects, which operate in a network to thoughtfully reshape how histories are told 
within familial and regional contexts. Through an array of artefacts with sentimental, 
associative, commemorative and historic values, previously invisible histories are revealed, 
exposing concealed obstacles, ongoing cultural change, and racial entanglements. The 
museum’s material assemblages poetically mobilize and communicate ideas beyond physical 
materiality. A “do-it-yourself” museum with magnetic presence, the site formed out of a need 
and commitment to recast and retell tangled cultural narratives with a sense of personal 
investment and authenticity. Furthered by community support, Carolynn and her family will 
continue to preserve and realize the dream of Howard Sheffield through a personal and organic 
sensibility, allowing the Sheffield Park Black History & Cultural Museum to cultivate and 
validate a cultural presence from the fissures of imagined linear history.  

                                                           
26

Natasha L. Henry Emancipation Day: Celebrating Freedom in Canada, (Toronto: Natural Heritage Books 2010) 
160. 
27

“Sheffield was a Man of History.” Simcoe.com, 2008. Accessed January 15 2014. http://www.simcoe.com/news-
story/2032249-sheffield-was-a-man-of-history/ 
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